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Watch Video
Retriever, German Shepherd, and Australian Shepherd puppies.

The college held its first-ever Puppy Palooza for students to get hands-on experience handling puppies and working with breeders. Students performed physical examinations and vaccinations on Golden Retrievers.

Featured Video
Puppy Palooza

Upcoming Events
- Nov. 21, 6:30 p.m., Continuing education: "Basics of mini pigs" at Liberty Station Restaurant, Bedford, VA
- Nov. 5, 6:30 p.m., Continuing education: "Clinical cases: To refer or not refer" at Liberty Station Restaurant, Bedford, VA

Featured Faculty Research Publications
- JOURNAL OF ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH, Urinary Bladder Matrix Does Not Improve Tenogenesis in an In Vitro Equine Model
- VIROLOGY, pathogenesis and vaccine development of Theileria orientalis
- FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY, NLRX1 is a Multifaceted and Enigmatic Regulator of Immune System Function
- JOURNAL OF EQUINE VETERINARY SCIENCE, Microorganisms Provided With Starch or Oligofructose Megasphaera elsdenii Attenuates Lactate Accumulation in Cultures of Equine Cecal Microflora

Featured stories about the college's people, programs, and hospitals include:
- "Straight from the horse's mouth: Equine dentistry basics" in Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition
- "The heart of the matter: Cardiovascular fitness in horses" in Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition
- "The best cat food, according to veterinarians" in Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition
- "It's a way of life": Couple's love for miniature horses runs deep at Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine
- "What a difference a yearling makes • Scrappy McDaniel fights off cancer • Saving Yoda • TrueRemove® in memory of a beloved family horse" in Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition

Vet Med in the News
- Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine presented a seminar on the local Fox affiliate show, "Ask the Vet," to discuss the growing suicide epidemic among the veterinary professions. Alumna Courtney Wiegard (DVM '05) of Vinton Veterinary Hospital in Vinton, Virginia, appeared on the show to discuss the issue.
- Lt. Caitlin Cossaboom (B.S. '10, M.P.H. '14, Ph.D. '17) received the 2019 James H. Steele Veterinary Public Health Award during the 68th annual Epidemic Intelligence Service Conference.
- Laura Beth Payne (B.S. '97, Ph.D. '16) was named a postdoctoral fellow searching "secret of the 'molecular world' for clues underlying vascular disease control."
- Hehuang "David" Xie and his research team have elucidated transcription factors and enzymes that control certain processes in the brain through the methylation of DNA.
- Veterinary epidemiologist honored by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
- "What a difference a yearling makes • Scrappy McDaniel fights off cancer • Saving Yoda • TrueRemove® in memory of a beloved family horse" in Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition

Alumni Corner
- "It's a way of life": Couple's love for miniature horses runs deep at Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine
- "What a difference a yearling makes • Scrappy McDaniel fights off cancer • Saving Yoda • TrueRemove® in memory of a beloved family horse" in Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition
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- Nov. 21, 6:30 p.m., Continuing education: "Basics of mini pigs" at Liberty Station Restaurant, Bedford, VA
- Nov. 5, 6:30 p.m., Continuing education: "Clinical cases: To refer or not refer" at Liberty Station Restaurant, Bedford, VA

For more news, visit Tracks Magazine: Fall 2019 edition.